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About This Game

"Viktor, a Steampunk Adventure" is a beautiful 2D point and click adventure game set in a cartoonish steampunk world. The
story follows Viktor, a wild boar who tr 5d3b920ae0
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one of the funniest and most enjoyable point and click adventure titles I have played since the Lucas Arts days. A few puzzles
that have to just drill through conversation trees, but still very enjoyable and worth playing. quirky sense of humor, and fun
simlish talking. Heres a video of the first "puzzle room" in case youre curious how it plays.. very nice game, a bit too hard for
the kids but I had a lot of fun. You'd think the basic premise is as crazy as it gets: you play as a recently laid-off street-sweeper
who sees no easier way of improving his situation than to oust the emperor. But no! As you'll quickly find out, that's just the
beginning of the madness - and your journey between here and there will be anything but straightforward. You'll meet plenty of
outlandish, bizarre characters - starting with your best friend Martin, a self-proclaimed psychic, who'll seem completely bonkers
at first, but will actually guide you through the adventure with his cryptic but strangely insightful hints. The steampunk Austria-
Hungary is populated by various strange figures that sometimes don't quite fit - but then also some historical figures figures
whose presence makes perfect sense both in the setting and the gameplay itself, rather than being just posterboys for the epoch.
The game really delivers on the steampunk factor, too. You'll actually get to operate a blimp and meet steam-powered
automatons. There's actually so much love for other sci-fi genres - and technology in general - sometimes very straightforward,
sometimes laugh-out-loud hilarious, sometimes brilliantly meta. Or just all-out crazy. Gameplay-wise it's more or less a classic
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point&click: you go around talking to people, picking up objects & using them on other objects - with an occasional arcade
game challange or a more abstract logical puzzle. That said, the game will keep you on your toes: you'll go some strange places
and do some very weird things. There's really no telling where the story will throw you next. The puzzles fairly easy for the most
part - and when in doubt, you'll have Martin to help. Though it does get quite tricky towards the end. And all-out crazy in that
one section. The graphics and animations are stylish and fun. But what really makes the game stand out is the audio. The
splendid soundtrack aside - featuring some classic masterpieces, including that blatant Imperial March ripoff that was composed
60 years before Star Wars - the voicework deserves a special mention. All dialogue lines are fully voiced - except in a way that
adds another layer of crazy to this mad, mad game.. Creators promised a good point and click game. They delivered in spades.
Humor in this game really resonated with me, puzzles were tough but fair, I literally laughed out loud a few times and I loved the
soundtrack. If you like point and click adventures give this game a try, you'll love it.. Viktor is a very enjoyable point and click
adventure. It is humorous, self-aware and satirical. The puzzles can be perplexing, but are not outside logical though and thus
provide ample challenge. For anyone really stuck, I have a playthrough for you to watch The characters are all remarkable,
including historic literary figures such as Franz Kafka. Graphically, the handrawn art style is full of charm and is very easy on
the eye. The game will take around 6 hours to complete, but there are multiple solutions to problems so it has some limited
replayability. All in all, for the price, a good point and click adventure.. Amazingly silly, the worldmap you get in the game is
worth the price by itself. I don't really know what to write about the game other than that it may crave some knowledge about
the world and its history to get all the jokes and I'd guess being more than a couple of years old is also a good thing if you want
to enjoy it, me personally have an aching stomach due to all the laughs, love it so far and I haven't even left the apartment.
(seing the map just had me ROFL and I felt I needed a break before continuing) Great stuff dev's, great stuff.

New game from Studio Spektar - General Horse and the Package of Doom : If you thought Viktor was cheesy and crude, you
should see our new live action FMV space adventure! It's got everything you never wanted during the '90s CD-ROM FMV
craze! It's on indiegogo right now, check it out!. Viktor is on SALE! : Guess what? We're on sale! Today at 10am Pacific time
we are slashing the price down 35%! Woo hoo!. News on Viktor!!! : Dear Viktor lovers! Thanks for all the great reviews,
comments and suggestions! We've been getting some great fan reactions, youtube playthroughs and so on.. Reviews and our
Steam group : Review by GameBoomers [www.gameboomers.com] Review by Indie Game News [www.indiegamenews.com]
Join our steam group Studio Spektar Games to win steam keys and find out what we think that you think.. Shout out to Bear
With Me by Exordium Games : Hey guys, check out Bear With Me , an awesome point and click game made by fellow Croatian
game developers Exordium Games! It's got animals, noir mystery and dirigibles so you can't go wrong, can you?
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